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Abstract: Transcription factors (TFs) in the homeodomain-leucine zipper (HD-ZIP) family serve as13
essential regulators of plant development and control responses to environmental stimuli. To date,14
however, the HD-ZIP gene family in Prunus nana remains to be fully characterized. Accordingly, a15
genome-wide analysis of P. nana HD-ZIP family genes was performed using the most recent16
genomic data available, leading to the classification of 30 HD-ZIP TFs. These genes were17
annotated and subjected to systematic analyses of phylogenetic relationships, protein18
physicochemical properties, sequence-based structural characteristics, chromosomal distributions,19
and associated cis-acting regulatory elements. High levels of diversity were observed with respect20
to the gene structures for these PnaHD-Zip genes and the cis-regulatory elements found in the21
promoter regions upstream of these genes, suggesting that they play diverse roles in a range of22
biological contexts. These 30 PnaHD-Zip genes were further classified into four subgroups based23
on the results of phylogenetic, gene structure, and conserved motif analyses. Subsequent qPCR24
analyses indicated that PnaHD-Zip1 and PnaHD-Zip7 expression levels tended to increase was25
continuously inhibited in response to cold stress, suggesting that proteins in this HD-ZIP gene26
family may exhibit distinct responses to low-temperature stress exposure. Overall, these results27
offer a robust foundation for future studies seeking to explore the functional roles that HD-ZIP28
TFs play as regulators of cold stress tolerance in P. nana, in addition to offering more general29
insight regarding the regulatory functions and characteristics of these different HD-ZIP genes in P.30
nana.31
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1. Introduction34
Transcription factors (TFs) in the homeotype domain-leucine zipper (HD-ZIP)35

protein family are unique to plants in which they regulate essential biological processes36
including morphological development and photosynthetic activity. These proteins37
contain an HD domain composed of three α helices involved in the recognition of38
specific DNA sequences [1], as well as a stable hydrophobic LZ domain composed of39
multiple leucine-specific polypeptide chains. HD-ZIPs undergo dimerization prior to40
DNA binding, and the LZ domain is essential for appropriate dimerization and DNA41
recognition. Members of the HD-ZIP TF family are expressed across plant species and42
tissue types, governing growth, development, and stress responses. These proteins are43
broadly classified into four subfamilies (I-IV) based on their conserved domains [2]. In44
Arabidopsis thaliana, the HD-ZIP I subfamily consists of 17 proteins including45
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ATHB1/HAT5, ATHB3/HAT7, ATHB5-7, ATHB12, ATHB13, ATHB16, ATHB20-23,46
ATHB40, and ATHB-51-54 [3, 4], while it consists of 21 in Populus alba [5, 6]. The47
intron/exon distributions of HD-ZIP Ⅰ genes align with their phylogenetic relationships,48
and they encode ~35 kDa proteins consisting of highly conserved HD domains and less49
highly conserved LZ domains. A range of environmental factors can influence HD-ZIP50
expression including high temperatures, light levels, osmotic stress, and drought51
conditions, with tissue-specific expression patterns being evident for many of these52
genes in particular plant species [7].53

In general, the numbers of genes in these HD-ZIP subfamilies tend to be relatively54
similar suggesting that the evolution of these subfamilies is evolutionarily conserved.55
HD-ZIP I proteins have previously been established as key regulators of signal56
transduction in response to abiotic stressors and light exposure, functioning as key57
regulators of processes including leaf development [8, 9]. HD-ZIP II family members58
reportedly facilitate plant responses to environmental changes and shape associated59
developmental processes [10-13]. In A. thaliana, the HD-ZIP III subfamily is composed of60
5 genes[10, 14], which serve as key regulators of leaf polarization, meristem formation,61
and the development of vascular bundles [15]. HD-ZIP III genes have been found to play62
similar roles in other species [16], while also exhibiting unique species-specific functions63
in some cases [17, 18]. In Moss Licorniformis, HD-ZIP Ⅲ family members function as64
key regulators of leaf development [19], while in woody plants they govern the growth65
of secondary vascular tissue and xylem differentiation [8, 20, 21]. The HD-ZIP IV66
subfamily in A. thaliana consists of 16 members including HDG1-HDG6 /FWA,67
HDG7-HDG12, GLABRA2 (GL2), ANTHOCYANINLESS2 (ANL2), AtML1, and PDF268
[22], with these genes serving primarily as regulators of epidermal cell differentiation69
[23]. HD-ZIP III and IV proteins are similar to one another, harboring START and SAD70
structural domains, while ZIP IV family members lack MEKHLA structural domains71
and serve as important regulators of trichome formation and epidermal cell72
development in many species [24]. These different HD-ZIP genes have also been linked73
to valuable agronomic traits in various species, including corn grain development and74
cotton fiber differentiation.75

A limited number of studies to date have demonstrated that HD-ZIP TFs serve as76
important regulators of the ability of plants to tolerate salt stress. This is noteworthy77
given that soil salinization represents an increasingly pressing threat to crop growth and78
agronomic stability. The maize HD-ZIP family member Zmhdz10 is upregulated in79
response to abscisic acid (ABA) and salt stress, with A. thaliana plants expressing80
Zmhdz10 exhibiting superior salt stress resistance consistent with a role for Zmhdz10 as81
an ABA_indicible mediator of salt tolerance. The HD-ZIP family member Oshox22 in O.82
sativa has similarly been shown to be upregulated readily in response to ABA and saline83
stress conditions. The knockdown of the S1HB2 HD-ZIP gene in tomato plants resulted84
in an improved salt tolerance, suggesting that this TF serves as a negative regulator of85
these stress response signaling pathways. In contrast, the cotton HD-ZIP gene GhHB186
was significantly upregulated in response to salt stress and ABA. ABA signaling thus87
plays an important role in the regulation of HD-ZIP gene expression in various plants88
exposed to salt stress and associated signal transduction, with the same being true in P.89
nana.90

Here, the HD-ZIP gene family in P. nana was initially identified and characterized91
through bioinformatics analyses of gene structures, phylogenetic relationships,92
conserved protein domains, and chromosomal distributions. RNA-seq data was further93
used to explore the patterns of expression for these HD-ZIP genes across different94
tissues. A qPCR approach was then used to evaluate changes in HD-ZIP gene expression95
in P. nana seedlings exposed to cold stress in an effort to more fully understand the96
potential regulatory roles that these genes may play in response to abiotic stressors.97
Together, this study serves as the first genome-wide assessment of the P. nana HD-ZIP98
TF family. These findings offer a basis for future research focused on these genes and the99
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mechanisms governing P. nana cold resistance, potentially offering new genomic tools100
that can be leveraged to improve the agronomic characteristics of this economically101
important tree species.102

2. Materials and Methods103
2.1 P. nana HD-ZIP gene identification104

The Arabidopsis HD-ZIP gene family was initially downloaded from the TAIR105
database [28]. Hidden Markov models (HMMs) PF00046 and PF02183 corresponding to106
the HD-ZIP HD and LZ domains were then downloaded from the Pfam database107
(http://pfam-legacy.xfam.org/), after which a preliminary search of the P. nana genome108
was performed with the HMMER tool. Validation of HD-ZIP family members was109
performed with the NCBI-CDD tool (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/cdd accessed on 6110
February 2023) with any candidates exhibiting mismatches or incomplete domain111
sequences being removed, while remaining genes were identified as putative PnaHD-Zip112
genes [34]. Protein classification was conducted for HD-ZIPs from other species (A.113
thaliana, P. nana cultivar ‘Nonpareil’, P. avium, P. mume, P. persica, and P. armeniaca)114
through the same approach employed for P. nana.115
2.2 Analyses of Phylogeny and Gene Structures116

Phylogenetic relationships among the HD-ZIP proteins encoded by P. nana and117
those present in other species were evaluated by generating a phylogenetic tree based118
upon the protein sequences for these P. nana HD-ZIP family members and those from A.119
thaliana and P. nana cultivar ‘Nonpareil’. Briefly, a maximum likelihood (ML) tree was120
constructed using MEGA6 based on full-length protein sequences aligned with Clustal121
x2.1, with 500 bootstrap replicates. The resultant tree was then displayed with iTOL122
(https://itol.embl.de accessed on 6 April 2023).123
2.3 Conserved Domains and Motif Analysis124

PnaHD-Zip structural predictions were made with GSDS (http://gsds.gao-lab.org125
accessed on 8 April 2023), while conserved motifs were detected with MEME126
(https://meme-suite.org/meme/tools/fimo accessed on 9 April 2023), with a maximum of127
10 motifs, a motif width of 6-100, and all other parameters remaining at default values.128
2.4 Chromosomal Mapping Analysis129

The chromosomal distributions of PnaHD-Zip genes were assessed with the TBtools130
"Gene Location Visualize from GTF/GFF" function.131
2.5 Cis-acting Regulatory Element Analysis132

The promoter regions (2000 bp upstream of the 5’ untranslated region) for identified133
PnaHD-Zips were analyzed with the Plant CARE tool134
(http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/webtools/plantcare/html accessed on 10 April 2023)135
in order to predict and classify cis-acting regulatory elements present therein, with the136
results being visualized in TBtools with the "Gene Structure View (Advanced)"137
function.138
2.6 Plant Growth and Cold Stress Exposure139

In total, 9 PnaHD-Zips (PnaHD-Zip1/2/7/9/11/12/20/22/27) were selected as targets for140
cold stress treatment experiments in P. nana seedlings, as they were found to harbor141
cold-responsive elements in cis-acting element analyses. Briefly, wild (P. nana) seeds142
were treated for 24 h using a solution containing gibberellin (200 mM) after which they143
were planted in a culture chamber and grown under controlled conditions (25℃, light 16144
h/dark 8 h). When seedlings were 2 months old, they were transferred to an incubator145
and cooled at 3°C/h to final target temperatures (25℃, 5℃, -5℃, and -10℃), after which146
they were incubated for 2 h to assess changes in gene expression in response to cold147
stress. Leaves were harvested, snap-frozen using liquid nitrogen, followed by storage at148
-80°C.149
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2.7 qPCR Analyses150
The Plant RNA Extraction Kit (Tiangen, Beijing, China) was used to extract RNA151

from leaf samples, followed by the use of a First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (Tiangen) to152
prepare cDNA. Then, qPCR analyses were performed with an ACEX96 Real-Time PCR153
Detection instrument (Bio-Rad, CA, USA) and SYBR Premix ExTap (TaKaRa, Dalian,154
China) using appropriate primers designed with detection tool155
(https://sgidtdna.com/scitoolsApplications/RealTimePCR on 15 April 2023). Relative156
expression was compared via the 2ΔΔCt method, and results were analyzed using157
one-way ANOVAs.158

3. Results159
3.1 PnaHD-Zip Gene Family Identification160

Table1. Characteristics of members of the P. nana HD-ZIP gene family.161

Sequence ID MW(kDa) Protein(AA) pI Instability Index
Aliphatic

Index
GRAVY

Subcellular

Localization

PnaHD-Zip1 27.540 242 9.13 55.69 71.36 -0.877 Nucleus.

PnaHD-Zip2 36.235 321 4.63 53.52 64.42 -0.813 Nucleus.

PnaHD-Zip3 32.748 290 5.71 55.19 66.00 -0.796 Nucleus.

PnaHD-Zip4 34.313 305 6.57 61.53 61.18 -0.881 Nucleus.

PnaHD-Zip5 92.441 840 5.93 49.79 84.68 -0.159 Nucleus.

PnaHD-Zip6 33.266 293 5.63 54.97 57.61 -0.992 Nucleus.

PnaHD-Zip7 22.388 193 9.56 43.86 75.23 -0.584 Nucleus.

PnaHD-Zip8 92.803 848 6.09 49.12 86.88 -0.092 Chloroplast.

PnaHD-Zip9 38.054 337 5.28 67.15 60.74 -0.862 Nucleus.

PnaHD-Zip10 31.547 285 8.62 65.28 61.30 -0.781 Nucleus.

PnaHD-Zip11 36.087 318 4.83 58.98 57.01 -0.914 Nucleus.

PnaHD-Zip12 34.821 306 6.43 56.53 61.21 -0.977 Nucleus.

PnaHD-Zip13 82.357 756 5.61 42.18 79.58 -0.318 Nucleus.

PnaHD-Zip14 84.299 756 5.86 50.80 73.92 -0.510 Nucleus.

PnaHD-Zip15 91.795 837 6.06 50.06 89.18 -0.078 Nucleus.

PnaHD-Zip16 93.019 849 5.92 52.58 83.30 -0.163 Chloroplast.

PnaHD-Zip17 82.135 750 5.91 48.81 81.23 -0.319 Nucleus.

PnaHD-Zip18 25.292 219 7.81 60.2 69.04 -0.900 Nucleus.

PnaHD-Zip19 88.103 808 6.07 48.46 81.35 -0.258 Nucleus.

PnaHD-Zip20 27.680 241 4.93 62.61 64.40 -0.992 Nucleus.

PnaHD-Zip21 90.306 830 5.97 49.67 78.12 -0.306 Nucleus.

PnaHD-Zip22 33.216 299 6.96 59.14 67.26 -0.861 Nucleus.

PnaHD-Zip23 40.305 367 6.47 65.04 50.82 -0.889 Nucleus.

PnaHD-Zip24 24.772 214 6.41 60.20 66.50 -1.022 Nucleus.

PnaHD-Zip25 26.140 225 8.30 67.50 63.64 -0.921 Nucleus.

PnaHD-Zip26 38.450 349 8.86 57.71 63.55 -0.772 Nucleus.

PnaHD-Zip27 34.976 312 7.65 61.59 65.93 -0.798 Nucleus.

PnaHD-Zip28 92.267 832 5.35 52.72 79.33 -0.392 Nucleus.
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PnaHD-Zip29 36.824 330 4.67 54.88 64.39 -0.814 Nucleus.

PnaHD-Zip30 78.322 709 6.19 48.43 82.36 -0.305 Nucleus.

An initial analysis of the P. nana genome with the BLAST tool in the Pfam database162
identified 30 putative HD-ZIP family genes (E value ≤ 0.05), which were designated as163
PnaHD-Zip1 through PnaHD-Zip30. These genes were cloned and validated via RT-PCR164
and RACE approaches. The physicochemical properties of these genes were further165
assessed (Table 1). The proteins encoded by these PnaHD-Zips were predicted to range166
from 193-849 amino acids in length with molecular weight values from 22.387-93.019167
kDa. The isoelectric point (pI) values for these proteins were between 4.63 and 9.56, with168
instability index values from 42.18 (PnaHD-Zip13) to 67.5 (PnaHD-Zip25), and aliphatic169
index values from 50.82 (PnaHD-Zip23) to 89.18 (PnaHD-Zip15). All of these proteins170
exhibited GRAVT values below zero, consistent with the hydrophilic properties of these171
proteins.172
3.2 Phylogenetic Analysis of PnaHD-Zips173

The P. nana HD-ZIP family members were next classified into four subfamilies (I-IV)174
as reported previously in A. thaliana [1-4], establishing a phylogenetic tree based on175
these proteins and those from A. thaliana. The HD-ZIP I gene family was the largest of176
these subfamilies in P. nana, consisting of 12 genes177
(PnaHD-Zip2/3/6/7/9/11/12/18/20/24/25/29) members. Conversely, 4 HD-ZIP III genes178
(PnaHD-Zip5/8/15/16) were identified in P. nana, and 7 HD-ZIP II and Ⅳ family genes179
were identified. The different subgroup assignments suggest that these PnaHD-Zips are180
likely to exhibit diverse structural and functional properties.181

182

Figure 1. Phylogenetic analysis of HD-zip genes. Phylogenetic analyses of HD-ZIP genes from A.183
thaliana and wild P. nana.184
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3.3 PnaHD-Zip Gene Structure and Conserved Motif Analyses185
The GSDS tool was next employed to examine intron-exon distributions for these 30186

PnaHD-Zip genes (Figure 2), revealing variations in the number of introns present187
therein. The functions and characteristics of the proteins encoded by these genes were188
further explored through conserved motif and intron/exon position analyses. The189
majority of these PnaHD-Zips had 2-3 introns, although some did not contain any introns.190
It is worth noting that there are generally 17 introns in group III. The group Ⅳ contains191
about 8 introns, of which PnaHD-Zip13 and PnaHD-Zip17 contain 12 and 11 introns. The192
high levels of intronic sequence diversity among these PnaHD-Zips suggest that this193
gene family may have been subjected to extensive domain shuffling following genomic194
duplication events.195

Figure 2. PnaHD-Zip gene structure analyses. Exons are indicated in green, while 3’ and 5’196
untranslated regions are shown in yellow, and introns are indicated in gray. For motif analyses,197
different colored boxes were used to demarcate the indicated motifs.198

Figure 3. PnaHD-Zip gene motif analyses. Different conserved motifs are represented with boxes199
colored based on motif identity. In total, 10 conserved motifs were identified.200
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The MEME software enabled the identification of 10 motifs that were conserved in201
these 30 PnaHD-Zip proteins (Figure 3). The motif composition of HD-ZIPs in the same202
subfamilies was largely consistent, suggesting functional similarities within these203
subfamilies. Motifs 1-3 were present in all 30 PnaHD-Zips, consistent with the204
characteristic structural properties of HD-ZIP proteins. Motif 4 and 5 was present in 11205
PnaHD-Zips (PnaHD-Zip4/5/8/13/15/16/17/19/21/28/30), while motif 6 was present in 12206
(PnaHD-Zip1/4/5/8/13/15/16/17/19/21/28/30), and motif 7 was similarly present in 2207
(PnaHD-Zip5 and 7). These findings highlighted the high degree of conservation for208
motifs 1-3 in the PnaHD-Zip gene family over the course of evolution (Figure 3).209

3.4 PnaHD-Zip Gene Promoter Analyses210
To further explore the functions and regulation of these PnaHD-Zip genes, the 2000211

bp region upstream of the start codon for each gene was extracted as the putative212
promoter (Figure 4). All 30 PnaHD-Zips were found to harbor light-responsive elements,213
while 15 harbored low-temperature responsive (LTR) elements. MYB binding site and214
anoxic-induction elements and salicylic acid responsive elements were also respectively215
detected in 19 and 17 of these PnaHD-Zips. Endosperm expression elements were216
identified in 6 PnaHD-Zips and tentatively associated with endosperm-specific217
expression patterns. Overall, these analyses of cis-regulatory elements suggest that the218
identified PnaHD-Zips are likely to be involved in diverse biological processes in P. nana.219

Figure 4. Predictive identification of cis-acting regulatory elements in PnaHD-Zip promoters.220

3.5 Analyses of the Chromosomal Distributions of PnaHD-Zip Genes221
PnaHD-Zip genes were distributed across seven chromosomes in the P. nana222

genome, including seven on chromosome 1, three, three and four on chromosomes 2, 6,223
and 8, and five each on chromosomes 3 and 5 , while none were present on224
chromosomes 7. These genes were designated PnaHD-Zip1 – PnaHD-Zip30 based on225
their chromosomal locations (Figure 5). The uneven chromosomal distributions of these226
PnaHD-Zips reflect the complexity and diversification of this gene family.227

3.6 Changes in PnaHD-Zip Expression Patterns in Response to Cold Stress228
To better understand the potential functional roles of the identified PnaHD-Zip229

genes, a qPCR approach was next used to evaluate the expression of the 9 PnaHD-Zips230
harboring cold-responsive elements in response to different temperatures231
(25°C/5°C/-5°C/-10°C) (Figure 6). PnaHD-Zip1, and PnaHD-Zip7 were significantly up232
regulated at -5°C and were also expressed at 5°C. In contrast, no significant changes in233
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PnaHD-Zip2, PnaHD-Zip11, or PnaHD-Zip22 expression were observed across these234
different temperature treatment conditions, and PnaHD-Zip12 and PnaHD-Zip27235
expression levels were continuously suppressed under cold stress conditions. Together236
these results indicated that these different PnaHD-Zips exhibit distinct and varied237
responses to cold stress exposure.238

Figure 5. PnaHD-Zip gene distributions across six P. nana chromosomes.239

Figure 6. PnaHD-Zips expression levels in P. nana in response to different temperatures. P. nana240
seedlings were exposed to temperatures of 25°C, 5°C, -5°C, or 10°C for 2 h prior to qPCR analyses.241
Results are means ± standard deviations for three replicate samples. *P<0.05, **P<0.01, Student’s242
t-test.243

4. Discussion244
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Here, a systematic genome-wide analysis of members of the P. nana HD-ZIP gene245
family was conducted with a focus on the phylogenetic relationships, structural246
characteristics, conserved motifs, and expression profiles for these different genes.247
Phylogenic analyses enabled the classification of these P. nana HD-ZIP proteins into four248
distinct subgroups (I-IV), in line with what has been reported in A. thaliana, poplar249
(Populus trichocarpa), and rice (Oryza sativa) [3, 5, 11, 14, 29, 30]. High levels of similarity250
with respect to conserved protein motifs and intron-exon numbers were observed within251
each of these subgroups, validating these phylogenetic relationships. A qPCR-based252
analysis of the expression dynamics of PnaHD-Zip genes in response to cold stress253
further highlighted the potential utility of these genes as candidates for efforts to254
enhance P. nana abiotic stress resistance. Specifically, PnaHD-Zip2 and PnaHD-Zip20255
were continuous upregulated under cold-stress conditions inhibited during cryogenic256
treatment, suggesting the value of these genes as candidate target regulators of cold257
stress resistance in P. nana.258

P. nana is a member of the Rosaceae genus. Wild almonds have been established as a259
drought-resistant, cold-tolerant, and highly adaptable species of fast-growing trees with260
high levels of economic and medicinal importance [31]. The average annual261
temperatures to which wild almonds are exposed are approximately 5°C lower than for262
cultivated almonds. Specific genes involved in adaptation to ambient temperatures are263
thus likely to have undergone changes over the course of almond domestication [31]. To264
better characterize these genes, a genome-wide analysis of P. nana was thus performed265
to provide a foundation for future efforts to breed hardier almond varieties. Overall, the266
evolutionary history of TFs is complex, and the present results offer new insight into the267
molecular evolution of the PnaHD-Zip gene family, enabling predicting analyses of the268
characteristics and functions of these proteins based on their sequences.269

Different plant species express varying numbers of HD-ZIP genes, with the270
encoded proteins serving as key TFs that coordinate growth and developmental271
processes [30, 32]. Here, genes encoding these HD-ZIP proteins were systematically272
analyzed in P. nana, leading to the identification of 30 PnaHD-Zips. These results were273
then combined with previously published HD-ZIP gene family data from other plants [2,274
5, 33-35], thus enabling comparisons of these genes with those from other species275
including Arabidopsis [3, 11, 14, 29]. P. nana was found to encode fewer HD-ZIP family276
proteins (n=30) as compared to A. thaliana (n=47) [28, 36] , Prunus mume (n=32)[37] or O.277
sativa (n=38) [38-40]. The greater numbers of HD-ZIP-encoding genes in A. thaliana [41]278
and V. vinifera (n=63) [42, 43] suggest that they play complex regulatory roles that are at279
least partially species-specific.280

Members of the PnaHD-Zip gene family were classified into four subgroups, as has281
also been performed for members of the HD-ZIP families in A. thaliana, O. sativa, and V.282
vinifera. As these four subfamilies of HD-ZIP TFs are evident in both monocots and283
dicots, they presumably predate the monocot-dicot evolutionary divergence. A high284
degree of HD-ZIP gene family evolutionary conservation was evident across species.285
While variations in the total numbers of genes in each HD-ZIP gene family were evident286
among species, the HD-ZIP III subfamily tended to be the smallest of these families287
while the HD-ZIP I subfamily tended to be largest, with these differences likely being288
attributable to specific gene replication events. Övernäs et al. (2010) determined that289
HD-ZIP I proteins encoded by multiple plant species may serve as important290
components of the sucrose and abscisic acid signaling machinery, functioning as291
important regulators of plant embryogenesis and de-etiolation. The relatively large292
numbers of HD-ZIP I proteins may thus be the result of plants evolving such that they293
can adapt to a wide range of environmental stressors.294

Cold stress exposure can directly impact enzymatic kinetics and the fluidity of the295
cell membrane in plant cells, contributing to deleterious reductions in photosynthetic296
activity, metabolic dysregulation, and impaired material transport [44, 45]. Plants297
engage various signaling pathways to respond to low-temperature stress, and the298
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effective identification of the associated genes represents a promising means of299
enhancing the ability of crops to tolerate cold winter weather [46, 47]. The sunflower300
HD-Zip I gene homolog HaHB1 and the AtHB13 gene encoded by Arabidopsis thaliana301
have both been shown to play a role in cold tolerance in plants [48, 49], with both being302
upregulated upon exposure to low temperatures. Transgenic A. thaliana plants303
overexpressing HaHB1 and AtHB13 exhibited improved membrane stability and were304
better able to tolerate exposure to cold temperatures. Five HD-Zip I subfamily genes305
(TaHDZipI-1 to TaHDZipI-5) have also been reported in wheat [50-52]. In the present306
analysis, 15 PnaHD-Zip genes harboring cold-responsive cis-acting regulatory elements,307
of which PnaHD-Zip1 and PnaHD-Zip7 were significantly upregulated upon exposure to308
-5°C conditions, while PnaHD-Zip9, PnaHD-Zip20 were significantly expressed at 5°C,309
and PnaHD-Zip2, PnaHD-Zip11, and PnaHD-Zip22 were not expressed at significant310
levels under these low-temperature conditions. Of note, PnaHD-Zip12 and PnaHD-Zip27311
expression was continuously suppressed under low-temperature conditions. Together,312
these findings suggest that PnaHD-Zip1 and PnaHD-Zip7 may serve as important313
regulators of cold stress responses in P. nana.314

A phylogenetic tree established based on the amino acid sequences of these 30315
PnaHD-Zips indicated that they share a high degree of sequence homology, suggesting316
that they may engage in similar functional roles in line with those of HD-ZIP proteins317
encoded by A. thaliana. These results may help guide future proteomic research focused318
on these HD-ZIP proteins in P. nana, providing an opportunity to better clarify the319
processes that govern P. nana development and responsivity to environmental stressors.320

5. Conclusions321
The present study represents the first systematic bioinformatics-based322

genome-wide analysis of the HD-ZIP gene family in P. nana. In total, 30 PnaHD-Zips that323
were classified into 4 subgroups were identified herein and subjected to in silico324
analyses of their phylogenetic relationships, physicochemical properties, conserved325
motifs, and promoter sequence composition. The PnaHD-Zips within each subgroup326
were found to exhibit conserved domain structures. A multi-species phylogenetic tree327
incorporating HD-ZIP genes suggested that they play roles in the process of secondary328
wall synthesis. Chromosomal localization and duplication event analyses further329
suggested that both segmental and tandem duplication events are likely to have330
contributed to the expansion of the PnaHD-Zip gene family. In addition, promoter331
analyses and qPCR-based analyses of the expression profiles for these different genes332
suggested that PnaHD-Zip1 and PnaHD-Zip7 exhibit specific expression patterns.333
Overall, these findings provide valuable new insights into the evolutionary and334
functional differences among members of this PnaHD-zip gene family, offering a robust335
foundation for the further study and characterization of these important TFs.336
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